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required to inform themselves of and comply with any such restrictions. Readers of this document are therefore assumed to have the knowledge and experience in business and financial matters to enable them to evaluate the merits of, and

risks of, investing in the Fund. Persons of any other description should not rely upon this document. This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person to subscribe for or purchase shares in the Fund. This document is for

information only, the information and opinions contained have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable and given in good faith but no representation or warranty is made as to their accuracy, completeness or

correctness. All quoted returns are illustrative only. The Fund is an investment trust whose shares are quoted on the London Stock Exchange. The securities issued by investment trusts may trade in the market at prices which diverge from

their net asset value per share. Investments may fall as well as rise and investors may lose a substantial portion or even all of their investment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. In addition, changes in rates of

exchange may be one of the causes for the value of investments to go up or down.

REVIEW

The share price fell 4.0% in September while the Net Asset Value advanced
by 1.0%. The MSCI AC Asia ex Japan Index and the MSCI AC World Index rose
3.0% and 1.9% respectively while the FTSE WMA Balanced Index rose 0.7%.
For the first half of the Company's financial year the share price rose 18.2%
while the Net Asset Value advanced by 15.7%. Including the final dividend of
7.1p, the total return of the share price and the Net Asset Value was 22.8%
and 19.0% respectively. In comparison, the MSCI AC Asia ex Japan Index and
the MSCI AC World Index rose 22.7% and 18.0% respectively while the FTSE
WMA Balanced Index rose 12.0%. The discount stands at a disappointing
26.5%. On the assumption that the dividend (including any special dividend)
for the current financial year is unchanged, the running yield stands at
4.95%.

All figures above are total return and in sterling terms.

PERFORMANCE

Your manager is reasonably satisfied with the performance of the Net Asset
Value over the past six months although, from an asset allocation viewpoint,
the very weak relative performance of both the Philippines (-3.2%) and
Malaysia (+0.8%) over the past quarter, especially relative to index
heavyweight China (+26.6%), has had an impact on total returns.

At an individual stock level, Minth, Sands China, Zee Entertainment,
Samsung Electronics and TSMC have contributed strongly over the past six
months while recent purchase Silver Heritage and long-term holdings IJM
Corp, Want Want, BT Group and Imperial Brands have disappointed.

Although the discount narrowed somewhat over the past couple of months,
your manager remains disappointed with the performance of the share
price. The board and manager will continue to work to improve this
situation.

SECTOR CLASSIFICATION

From September we have changed the sector definitions from MSCI's Global
Industry Classification Standard to the Bloomberg Industry Classification
Standard.

For-sale property inventory

Source: Local Housing Bureaus, Soufun, CRR. 
n.b. tier 3 inventory data here represents 20 relatively strong cities and is not representative of 
lower tier cities across the board

GROWTH

There is further evidence to suggest that growth prospects in the region are
improving. We noted the steady improvement in Chinese PMI's last month and
Asianomics' Jim Walker is confidently predicting that August's year-on-year
export growth across the region will turn positive for the first time in almost
two years with only Malaysia and the Philippines yet to announce August data.

The question, however, is whether this improvement in economic growth is
sustainable or not, and we would argue that this varies substantially from
country to country. The strength of the Chinese residential property market
over the past year has been quite remarkable, as the sharp decline in inventory
in the chart illustrates. Elsewhere this sector has been vital in sustaining, or
underpinning, flagging growth. Interesting, therefore, that Wang Jianlin,
Chairman and Founder of Dalian Wanda Group (China's largest property
developer) recently described the Chinese residential property market as "the
biggest bubble in history". Across the real economy, China Reality Research
reports that income growth continues to decline sharply and also sees signs
that the Chinese love affair with online shopping is on the wane.

In India, strong domestic demand remains the key growth driver and a good
monsoon season, together with the recent increase in civil servants'
compensation, should maintain or accelerate this momentum, as will the
ongoing government infrastructure spending. Robust GDP growth is even more
remarkable given the absence of any real upturn in private sector investment
where deleveraging remains a key corporate focus, especially in the
infrastructure and capital goods sectors. It is noteworthy that the Reserve Bank
of India continues to apply pressure on the banking sector (especially public

sector banks) to write off, or dispose of, NPLs – an easier task following the

enactment of the new Bankruptcy Code earlier this year. A new private sector
investment cycle, when it arrives, will ensure solid growth for the next few
years.

The "foot-in-mouth" diplomacy of Philippine President Duterte remains a
frustration, and certainly the more squeamish foreign investors have been
aggressive sellers over the past few months, but progress on the ground has
actually been impressive. In a country crying out for better infrastructure,
Duterte approved nine infrastructure projects worth USD$3.6bn in his first 100
days of office. Although the Indonesian tax amnesty declarations fell a little
short of official targets, we judge the first stage of the program a success and a
vote of confidence in the Jokowi administration. In Thailand, the government is
finally moving faster after the positive referendum result. A fourth double
tracking project was recently approved. The first two have been awarded, the
third is up for tender this month and a total of seven double tracking projects
should be underway by the end of 2017. In Bangkok, bidding on three new
mass transit lines in Bangkok is underway. All encouraging stuff.

OUTLOOK

The Fed blinked again and – famous last words – the traditional seasonal weak

period for equities is almost over. We remain encouraged by regional
valuations that remain inexpensive in relative and historical terms.
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LISTED EQUITIES SECTOR 94.6%

TSMC TAIWAN TECHNOLOGY 4.03%

SANDS CHINA CHINA CONSUMER CYCLICAL 3.81%

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT INDIA COMMUNICATIONS 3.81%

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS KOREA TECHNOLOGY 3.73%

BATS UK CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 3.63%

MINTH GROUP CHINA CONSUMER CYCLICAL 3.56%

HDFC INDIA FINANCIAL 3.32%

NATIONAL GRID UK UTILITIES 3.24%

AYALA LAND PHILIPPINES FINANCIAL 3.20% Market Data

ITC INDIA CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 3.19% Share Price 182.00p

UNILEVER UK CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 3.10% Net Asset Value 247.61p

GLAXOSMITHKLINE UK CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 3.05% Premium / (Discount) (26.5%)

SAMSONITE CHINA CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 3.04% Shares Outstanding (mn) 20.0

IMPERIAL BRANDS UK CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 2.97% Market Capitalisation (mn) £36.4

SIAM CITY CEMENT THAILAND INDUSTRIAL 2.39% Historic Yield (incl special div) 4.9%

UNI-PRESIDENT TAIWAN CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 2.38% Ongoing Charges 1.3%

LAND & HOUSES THAILAND CONSUMER CYCLICAL 2.30% Listed London Stock Exchange

KT CORP KOREA COMMUNICATIONS 2.28% Bloomberg Ticker ET/ LN <Equity>

AYALA CORP PHILIPPINES FINANCIAL 2.02% ISIN GB0031336919

BTS HOLDINGS THAILAND INDUSTRIAL 2.01% Website www.blackfriarsam.com

SHINHAN FINANCIAL KOREA FINANCIAL 1.95%

IJM CORP MALAYSIA DIVERSIFIED 1.95% Investment Manager

ASTRA INTERNATIONAL INDONESIA CONSUMER CYCLICAL 1.77% Blackfriars Asset Management

BT GROUP UK COMMUNICATIONS 1.69% 9 Cloak Lane

CHINA MOBILE CHINA COMMUNICATIONS 1.68% London Telephone

SUN ART RETAIL CHINA CONSUMER CYCLICAL 1.65% EC4R 2RU +44 (0) 20 7332 2270

SILVER HERITAGE AUSTRALIA CONSUMER CYCLICAL 1.50% Administrator

JOHNSON ELECTRIC CHINA INDUSTRIAL 1.43% Praxis IFM Fund Services (UK) Limited

HERMES MICROVISION TAIWAN INDUSTRIAL 1.34% 3rd Floor, Mermaid House

WANT WANT CHINA CHINA CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 1.14% 2 Puddle Dock Telephone

RELIGARE HEALTH TRUST INDIA FINANCIAL 1.04% London EC4V 3DB +44 (0) 20 7653 9690

TENCENT CHINA TECHNOLOGY 0.77% Directors Harry Wells (Chairman)

LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH KOREA CONSUMER NON CYCLICAL 0.74% Jim Ryall

VOLTRONIC POWER TAIWAN INDUSTRIAL 0.73% Gregory Shenkman

Susan Thornton

Thomas Waring

Sponsor JP Morgan Cazenove

BLACKFRIARS ORIENTAL FOCUS FUND 14.2%

LIQUIDITY 5.4%

COUNTRY BREAKDOWN (all equity positions) 94.6% Investment Objective

CHINA 17.1% MALAYSIA 1.9% UK 17.7%

HONG KONG 0.0% PHILIPPINES 5.2% JAPAN 0.0%

INDIA 11.4% SINGAPORE 0.0% AUSTRALIA 1.5% Management Fee

INDONESIA 1.8% TAIWAN 8.5% ASIA EX REGIONAL* 14.2%

KOREA 8.7% THAILAND 6.7% * via investment vehicle

SECTOR BREAKDOWN (directly held equities only) 80.5%

 UTILITIES 3.2% CONSUMER NON CYCL 23.2% DIVERSIFIED 1.9%

FINANCIAL 11.5% INDUSTRIAL 7.9% COMMUNICATIONS 9.5%

CONSUMER CYCLICAL 14.6% TECHNOLOGY 8.5% Financial Year 31st March

* NAV performance prior to 2009 are displayed in Ex Par. † Morningstar Investment Trust Global.
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One per cent of the market capitalisation per annum

To achieve long-term capital growth from a managed 

international portfolio of securities. 

Compound Annual Growth Rate since Inception 

(total return)

18th March 2002 - 30th September 2016

September 2016

MARKET

8.7%

6.7%

18th March 2002 - 30th September 2016
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